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Our sessions are live, experiential classes that deep-dive

into essential business skills for the modern leader. They're

hosted by experienced global instructors from high-

performance companies.

We’re not a webinar or an online course. NewCampus is a

community learning experience—interactive, intimate and

energising. There will always be a chance for you to share

ideas in a small group, practice newly minted skills and get

real-time feedback.

90-minute workshop

with exercises

Quality, discussion-

focused learning

Small, intimate group of

12-15 

Virtual session with

global attendees
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Class 1: Build Bonds and Mentor Others

Class 2: Give and Receive Impactful Feedback

Class 3: Practice Self-Awarenesss

Class 4: Set Your Team Vision

90 Minutes  Workshop

90 Minutes  Workshop

90 Minutes  Workshop

90 Minutes  Workshop

Classes ListDescription

Learning Track

Becoming a new manager often requires a

different set of skills from being an

individual contributor. This includes

learning how to best support your team,

have an understanding on your leadership

style, giving constructive feedback and

setting a strong team vision to make sure

everyone is aligned.
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New Managers Essentials



In order to build a productive and happy team, your reports must feel safe at work to be their

authentic selves. Trust is one of the most important ingredients in developing a healthy

manager-report relationship, and will allow you to understand what they're feeling and how

you can help them. Acting as a mentor to your teams can help your team members feel

valued and engaged, while encouraging them to grow continuously personally and

professionally.

In this class, we will be applying a combination of nurturing techniques, rapport-building

strategies and powerful influencing skills to build trust and maximise their performance.

What you'll learn

Building rapport using

mentoring techniques and

guidelines

How to nurture a working

relationship once you've built an

initial connection

Using influencing techniques to

build confidence

Frameworks Exercises

Trust Equation of

Credibility, Reliability,

Intimacy

Three Levels of Listening

GROW Model

Case-studies

Exercises to develop your

own open-ended questions

and listening tactics

Apply real-life scenario using

the GROW model to provide

clarity and next steps

New Managers Track: Class 1 of 4 

Build Bonds and Mentor Others
90 Minutes Workshop



Giving and receiving candid feedback is what often fosters the deepest forms of learning and

trusted collaboration. Yet it can be uncomfortable for many, especially as a manager, to

employ this skill in a way that sidesteps negativity or resentment.

This class will give you immediate takeaways to improve learning by using feedback to build

trust and manage expectations.

What you'll learn

Identifying your feedback

personality, and how this

determines your feedback

improvement strategy

Why feedback conversations trigger

a fear response and learn ways to

bypass it

The key conversation elements that

help feedback land, either in giving

or receiving it

Frameworks Exercises

The Neuroscience of

Threat (Red-Blue

Brains)

Three Levels of

Feedback

The Conversation

Toolkit

Case study to give

personal and work-

situation feedback

Exercise on how to

approach feedback in

a timely way

Breakout room: Pairs

to practice giving

feedback to each

other with 3 levels of

feedback

New Managers Track: Class 2 of 4 

Give and Receive Impactful Feedback
90 Minutes Workshop



Being self-aware allows you to increase your emotional intelligence when dealing with other

people, an essential skill required for the present and future of business. As a leader, you'll

need to develop higher levels of self-awareness within yourself and your team to generate

sales, retain staff, and build team culture.

In this class, you will explore the competencies of emotional intelligence and become more

aware of how you present yourself to the world.

What you'll learn

How to harness emotional

intelligence and its 26

competencies

Becoming more self-aware around

your strengths, weaknesses and

blindspots

How you can practice self-

awareness and emotional

intelligence on a day-to-day basis

when interacting with others

Frameworks Exercises

Johari's Window

Emotion Wheel 

26 EQ competencies

Scenario practice with

your own personal

leadership style

Use Johari's window to

understand yourself

and any blind spots

Breakout room:

Different ways to

convey emotions and

articulate them

Practice Self-Awareness
90 Minutes Workshop

New Managers Track: Class 3 of 4 



Leading your team with vision and purpose is vital in steering your team towards a north star.

However, as strategies shift, plans change, and teams grow, the common thread tends to

become increasingly confused. Clarifying your vision ensures that you can successfully keep

your team motivated and thriving.

In this class, you'll learn the tools and frameworks to set clear and aligned team goals.

What you'll learn

How to set purpose-driven goals

and align your team's vision

How to scale clarity in larger teams

and projects over time

How to clarify accountability and

success for each team member to

keep them motivated

Frameworks Exercises

Google’s Project

Aristotle for keys to

high-performing teams

The golden circle to

define your team's

why, what an how

TASC Model for team

accountability (Brene

Brown)

Case study: Vision,

Mission, Strategy, Goals

Breakout room: Using

the TASC model for

accountability and

applying to a real-life

work scenario

'What does done look

like?' scenario practice

Set Your Team Vision
90 Minutes Workshop

New Managers Track: Class 4 of 4 



Communicate With Clarity

Class 1: Build Trust Through Active Listening

Class 2: Speak With Confidence

Class 3: Persuasive Storytelling

Class 4: Master Written Communication

90 Minutes  Workshop

90 Minutes  Workshop

90 Minutes  Workshop

90 Minutes  Workshop

Classes ListDescription

Learning Track

Studies have shown that 7 out of 10

employees believe that their leaders do not

spend enough time communicating goals

and plans. 

This learning track will help you

communicate your truth as a leader, be

more confident in your delivery, become a

more empathetic listener and set a vision

through storytelling.
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Active listening helps build trust by making people feel heard and understood. As a team

manager, when you understand your team's motivations and values, you will be able to form

stronger and more meaningful relationships, leading to better collaboration and outcomes.

In this class, you'll learn how to practice deep listening which will heighten your ability to learn

about and build relationships with others.

What you'll learn

What happens in the brain when

we listen, so that you can better

manage and utilise this behaviour

How to improve your own listening

capacity during a conversation

How to practice deep listening to

help you build a foundation for

being a better listener and gaining

trust

Frameworks Exercises

Four Levels of Listening

Neuroscience of

Listening

Observational Listening

Technique

Three experimental

exercises deepen the

models, metaphors

and stories used to

frame the learning

Communicate With Clarity: Class 1 of 4 

Build Trust Through Active Listening
90 Minutes Workshop



When we’re trying to sell our ideas and plans to others, confidence is key. It's important as a

team leader or manager to come prepared into each conversation, from your word choices to

your body language, so that you can clearly portray the message you intend.

In this class, you will learn how preparation, body language and acting techniques can help

communicate more confidently.

What you'll learn

Using frameworks for better

communication preparation

How to communicate complex

ideas into simple, easily

understandable points

How to prepare yourself to 'think on

your feet' and overcome anxiety

Frameworks Exercises

The 'Why, How, What'

Model to

Communications

Design

High Impact

Preparation Techniques

for Communications

Technique exercises

to practice various

speaking tools

Speak With Confidence
90 Minutes Workshop

Communicate With Clarity: Class 2 of 4 



Stories have been used since the dawn of time to transport an audience and influence them

through their imagination. In business, it has the power to manage change and

transformation. Great managers and leaders use persuasive storytelling techniques to

illustrate the importance of an initiative, explain product value or spell out the reasoning

behind critical organisational change decisions.

In this class, we explore methods to help you build a compelling, persuasive narrative through

storytelling.

What you'll learn

How to think holistically about

storytelling and experiment with

creative narratives

How to create a compelling

message that speaks to your

stakeholders

How to translate data into a

narrative that fulfils your purpose

Frameworks Exercises

The Origin Story

The Hero's Journey

Impact Field Guide's

Story Environment

Creating your own story

and organisation arc

narrative

Build your story bank

Create your own

audience

Persuasive Storytelling
90 Minutes Workshop

Communicate With Clarity: Class 3 of 4 



As we transition towards a world of tech-enabled work, communicating online is now

standard procedure. But when we lose the verbal and visual cues of an in-person

conversation, it's important to ensure written messages are clear and concise in order to

convey key ideas and avoid misunderstandings.

In this class, you will learn how to use written frameworks and etiquette to improve remote

communication, create a persuasive argument and increase team productivity.

What you'll learn

How to write strategically based on

your audience

How to clearly make an argument

for your case

How to use the right language and

structure to increase operational

speed

Frameworks Exercises

SCQA Framework for

Executive

Communication

(Michael Dearing)

Exercises to frame

situations, context,

arguments and

persuasive written

text with clarity

Master Written Communication
90 Minutes Workshop

Communicate With Clarity: Class 4 of 4 



Emotional Intelligence

Class 1: Build Trust Through Active Listening

Class 2: Build Resilience

Class 3: Practice Self-Awareness

Class 4: Build Trust Through Vulnerability

90 Minutes  Workshop

90 Minutes  Workshop

90 Minutes  Workshop

90 Minutes  Workshop

Classes ListDescription

Learning Track

Emotional intelligence provides the

backbone of understanding ourselves and

others. In the workplace, it strengthens

productivity and morale, prevents turnover,

and builds better leaders. 

This learning track is about how we can

harness our emotional intelligence to

understand ourselves, check our biases

and mental blocks, lead with authenticity

and be resilient in the face of uncertainty.
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Active listening helps build trust by making people feel heard and understood. As a team

manager, when you understand your team's motivations and values, you will be able to form

stronger and more meaningful relationships, leading to better collaboration and outcomes.

In this class, you'll learn how to practice deep listening which will heighten your ability to learn

about and build relationships with others.

What you'll learn

What happens in the brain when

we listen, so that you can better

manage and utilise this behaviour

How to improve your own listening

capacity during a conversation

How to practice deep listening to

help you build a foundation for

being a better listener and gaining

trust

Frameworks Exercises

Four Levels of

Listening

Neuroscience of

Listening

Observational Listening

Technique

Three experimental

exercises deepen the

models, metaphors

and stories used to

frame the learning

Emotional Intelligence: Class 1 of 4 

Build Trust Through Active Listening
90 Minutes Workshop



Times of uncertainty and change can take a toll on our mental wellbeing. It's vital that we find

ways to reduce stress, cope with relationships, and handle other life challenges in a resilient

way.

In this class, you'll explore how to reframe negative thoughts and situations and how you can

be resilient in your professional life.

What you'll learn

Understand how your attitude

towards failure impacts your ability

to be resilient 

Gain insight into the anatomy of

your thinking and how negative

beliefs impair resiliency 

Learn to use cognitive techniques

to catch your negative thoughts

and restructure them

Frameworks Exercises

The Positive

Psychology framework 

Cognitive Behavioural

Therapy techniques

Befriending Failure by

Embracing Repair

using the kitsugi

philosophy

Rewriting a scenario

narrative to challenge

your thoughts

Build Resilience
90 Minutes Workshop

Emotional Intelligence: Class 2 of 4 



Being self-aware allows you to increase your emotional intelligence when dealing with other

people, an essential skill required for the present and future of business. As a manager, you'll

need to develop higher levels of self-awareness within yourself and your team to manage

performance, retain staff, and build team culture.

In this class, you will explore the competencies of emotional intelligence and become more

aware of how you present yourself to the world.

What you'll learn

How to harness emotional

intelligence and its 26

competencies

Becoming more self-aware around

your strengths, weaknesses and

blindspots

How you can practice self-

awareness and emotional

intelligence on a day-to-day basis

when interacting with others

Frameworks Exercises

Johari's Window

Emotion Wheel 

26 EQ competencies

Scenario practice

with your own

personal leadership

style

Use Johari's window

to understand

yourself and any

blind spots

Breakout room:

Different ways to

convey emotions and

articulate them

Practice Self-Awareness
90 Minutes Workshop

Emotional Intelligence: Class 3 of 4 



Having courage goes hand-in-hand with the way we respond to fear. It often feels safer to

hide behind protective armour and avoid showing weakness. However, by forgoing

vulnerability, it moves us out of alignment from our values, from being authentic with

ourselves and others, and corrodes trust with our colleagues and teams.

In this class, you will understand what it means to be a vulnerable leader, develop the right

frame of mind and role-play different conversations.

What you'll learn

The key elements of transformative

leadership

Using role-play to practice

vulnerable conversations and

questions in the right frame of mind

The power of letting go and trusting

the process

Frameworks Exercises

VUCA

Transformational

Leadership

Feedback & coaching

techniques

Reflection exercise

on vulnerability

Exercise in pairs:

using a feedback

framework through

scenario practice

Build Trust Through Vulnerability
90 Minutes Workshop

Emotional Intelligence: Class 4 of 4 



Create High-Performing Teams

Class 1: Build Bonds and Mentor Others

Class 2: Give and Receive Impactful Feedback

Class 3: Transform Conflict into Collaboration

Class 4: Set Your Team Vision

90 Minutes  Workshop

90 Minutes  Workshop

90 Minutes  Workshop

90 Minutes  Workshop

Classes ListDescription

Learning Track

High-performing teams excel at achieving

goals, making them invaluable to any

organisation. Their strength lies in the fact

that the sum of the team is greater than

any one individual.

This learning track focuses on creating

healthy team dynamics, which is crucial to

high performance. It will enable you to help

your team maximise their time, engage

them creatively, and work through conflict

through clear feedback.
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Class 5: Manage Productive Remote Teams

90 Minutes  Workshop



In order to build a productive and happy team, your reports must feel safe at work to be their

authentic selves. Trust is one of the most important ingredients in developing a healthy

manager-report relationship, and will allow you to understand what they're feeling and how

you can help them. Acting as a mentor to your teams can help your team members feel

valued and engaged, while encouraging them to grow continuously personally and

professionally.

In this class, we will be applying a combination of nurturing techniques, rapport-building

strategies and powerful influencing skills to build trust and maximise their performance.

What you'll learn

Building rapport using

mentoring techniques and

guidelines

How to nurture a working

relationship once you've built an

initial connection

Using influencing techniques to

build confidence

Frameworks Exercises

Trust Equation of

Credibility, Reliability,

Intimacy

Three Levels of Listening

GROW Model

Case-studies

Exercises to develop your

own open-ended questions

and listening tactics

Apply real-life scenario using

the GROW model to provide

clarity and next steps

Create High-Performing Teams: Class 1 of 5

Build Bonds and Mentor Others
90 Minutes Workshop



Create High-Performing Teams: Class 2 of 5 

Giving and receiving candid feedback is what often fosters the deepest forms of learning and

trusted collaboration. Yet it can be uncomfortable for many, especially as a manager, to

employ this skill in a way that sidesteps negativity or resentment.

This class will give you immediate takeaways to improve learning by using feedback to build

trust and manage expectations.

What you'll learn

Identifying your feedback

personality, and how this

determines your feedback

improvement strategy

Why feedback conversations trigger

a fear response and learn ways to

bypass it

The key conversation elements that

help feedback land, either in giving

or receiving it

Frameworks Exercises

The Neuroscience of

Threat (Red-Blue

Brains)

Three Levels of

Feedback

The Conversation

Toolkit

Case study to give

personal and work-

situation feedback

Exercise on how to

approach feedback in

a timely way

Breakout room: Pairs

to practice giving

feedback to each

other with 3 levels of

feedback

Give and Receive Impactful Feedback
90 Minutes Workshop



Conflict is an inevitable reality when working with others, especially when each team has their

own motivations and agendas. To help us work through conflict, teams must look beyond

individual perspectives, and applying a polarity thinking lens is often an invaluable approach

that inspires new solutions.

In this class, we will be applying polarity thinking to help everyone find an agreed solution,

especially with teams of differing perspectives, opinions and objectives.

What you'll learn

What is polarity thinking and how it

can help resolve conflict

How to create a narrative to

convince stakeholders to look

beyond their tension

How to use conflict to spark

creative energy and fuel innovation

Frameworks Exercises

Polarity thinking 3 types of scenario

practice in using

polarity thinking to

resolve conflict

Transform Conflict into Collaboration
90 Minutes Workshop

Create High-Performing Teams: Class 3 of 5 



Create High-Performing Teams: Class 4 of 5 

Leading your team with vision and purpose is vital in steering your team towards a north star.

However, as strategies shift, plans change, and teams grow, the common thread tends to

become increasingly confused. Clarifying your vision ensures that you can successfully keep

your team motivated and thriving.

In this class, you'll learn the tools and frameworks to set clear and aligned team goals.

What you'll learn

How to set purpose-driven goals

and align your team's vision

How to scale clarity in larger teams

and projects over time

How to clarify accountability and

success for each team member to

keep them motivated

Frameworks Exercises

Google’s Project

Aristotle for keys to

high-performing teams

The golden circle to

define your team's

why, what an how

TASC Model for team

accountability (Brene

Brown)

Case study: Vision,

Mission, Strategy, Goals

Breakout room: Using

the TASC model for

accountability and

applying to a real-life

work scenario

'What does done look

like?' scenario practice

Set Your Team Vision
90 Minutes Workshop



Create High-Performing Teams: Class 5 of 5 

Millions of people are now working online in a post-Covid world, and if you’re at the helm of a

team of remote employees, you’re likely feeling the effects of this shift. How can you keep

your employees on track from afar, especially when there are so many non-work obligations

that demand their attention?

This class focuses on how to be productive in a remote working environment. We'll explore

key strategies and best practices for structuring your day, managing your energy, avoiding

distractions, and maintaining strong, high-trust relationships with your team.

What you'll learn

How to get into and stay in “in the

zone” at home by avoiding

distractions and working in cycles

The keys to setting up your

environment to facilitate productive

work

Best practices to schedule and

prioritise your day

Frameworks Exercises

Tree of Values

Pomodoro Technique

The 5 step

productivity method

The Time Pie

Use mind-mapping

tools to design how you

use your time each day

according to your

strengths and energy

Exercises to increase

your team's productivity

and motivtion

Manage Productive Remote Teams
90 Minutes Workshop



Build Team Culture

Class 1: Build Bonds and Mentor Others

Class 2: Reduce Cross-Cultural Barriers

Class 3: Address Toxicity

Class 4: Build Psychological Safety

90 Minutes  Workshop

90 Minutes  Workshop

90 Minutes  Workshop

90 Minutes  Workshop

Classes ListDescription

Learning Track

A team culture is made up of the values,

beliefs, attitudes and behaviours shared by

a team. It’s how people work together

towards a common goal and how they

treat each other, whether positively or

negatively. 

In this track, you will learn how to build

psychological safety, how to embrace

diversity with inclusion, address any toxic

behaviours and create a thriving team

culture.
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Class 5: Embrace Diversity with Inclusion

90 Minutes  Workshop



Build Team Culture: Class 1 of 5 

In order to build a productive and happy team, your reports must feel safe at work to be their

authentic selves. Trust is one of the most important ingredients in developing a healthy

manager-report relationship, and will allow you to understand what they're feeling and how

you can help them. Acting as a mentor to your teams can help your team members feel

valued and engaged, while encouraging them to grow continuously personally and

professionally.

In this class, we will be applying a combination of nurturing techniques, rapport-building

strategies and powerful influencing skills to build trust and maximise their performance.

What you'll learn

Building rapport using

mentoring techniques and

guidelines

How to nurture a working

relationship once you've built an

initial connection

Using influencing techniques to

build confidence

Frameworks Exercises

Trust Equation of

Credibility, Reliability,

Intimacy

Three Levels of Listening

GROW Model

Case-studies

Exercises to develop your

own open-ended questions

and listening tactics

Apply real-life scenario using

the GROW model to provide

clarity and next steps

Build Bonds and Mentor Others
90 Minutes Workshop



As working remotely is becoming the global norm, a leader must possess strong cross-cultural

communication skills to bring their team together in alignment. It's important to learn to reset

your mental programming in order to acquire new cultural knowledge, communicate with

clarity to those with different values and norms and hone our cultural intelligence.

In this class, we will explore cultural intelligence and how this framework can help you work

more effectively with multiple cultures.

What you'll learn

Recognising the importance of

communicating and collaborating

across cultures

How to reset your mental

programming using a Cultural

Intelligence Framework around

cognition, metacognition, motivation

and behaviour

How to draft a continuous

development plan to improve your

cultural intelligence

Frameworks Exercises

CQ framework Hypothetical case

study to identify your

CQ Drive, CQ

knowledge and CQ

Strategy

Reduce Cross-Cultural Barriers
90 Minutes Workshop

Build Team Culture: Class 2 of 5 



A toxic culture in a workplace breeds distrust, resentment and poor conduct. It can break

down communication, heavily stifle productivity and motivation, often resulting in poor team

results. This can have far-reaching consequences for the business in developing innovation

and positive change.

In this class, you will learn how to identify toxic behaviour and actions and develop positive

behaviours.

What you'll learn

What and how to identify toxic

behaviour

Using conflict management and

bystander intervention techniques

to address issues

Navigating difficult conversations in

ways that create a bridge to shared

understanding and deeper

connection.

Frameworks Exercises

Triangular model of

workplace toxicity

Positive Psychology

Scenario practice of

different types of

toxic behaviours and

ways to address

them

Address Toxicity
90 Minutes Workshop

Build Team Culture: Class 3 of 5 



Psychological safety is the belief that you won’t be punished when you make a mistake. It's

also feeling trusted, respected, and generally valued as an individual. Studies show that

psychological safety allows for increased employee engagement, speaking your mind and

flourishing creativity, which are just the types of behaviour that lead to market breakthroughs.

In this class, you will explore strategies and best practices to build psychological safety to

help you build a thriving team culture at work.

What you'll learn

The elements that need to be in

place before someone can feel

psychologically safe

The negative consequences that

arise when your people do not feel

supported and heard and how to

support them

Practical ways to foster a culture of

psychological safety in the

workplace

Frameworks Exercises

Google’s Project

Aristotle for keys to

high-performing teams

Circle of Safety

Model of Leadership

Exercises to build up

your own model of

healthy risk-taking

and speak up culture

Case study on how to

model leadership to

start a culture of

psychological safety

Build Psychological Safety
90 Minutes Workshop

Build Team Culture: Class 4 of 5 



A diverse and inclusive workplace is no longer a buzzword, it's a necessity. Studies show that

it increases employee morale and instills a desire to be more effective and work more

efficiently, increasing productivity by 27% over competitors. More than ever, diverse

perspectives are essential to innovate for the uncertainties of the rapidly changing world

ahead.

In this class, you will learn the tools in helping make people feel they belong, that their unique

talents matter and their individual needs are cared for by their colleagues and managers

What you'll learn

Explore how to hold a

compassionate conversation

around sensitive topics

How storytelling can help bridge

differences, cultivate greater

understanding and build deeper

trust

How to build a culture of belonging

with vulnerability and empathy

Frameworks Exercises

The Origin Story

Impact Field Guide's

Story Environment

Cognitive Bias

framework

7 Pillars of Inclusion

Exercises to

understand and

interpret our own

bias

Case studies of

diversity with

inclusion policies to

analyse successes

and failures

Embrace Diversity with Inclusion
90 Minutes Workshop

Build Team Culture: Class 5 of 5 
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Navigating Complexity

Class 1: Cultivate an Adaptable Mindset

Class 2: Turn Obstacles Into Opportunities

Class 3: Develop Entrepreneurial Thinking

Class 4: Become a Lateral Thinker

90 Minutes  Workshop

90 Minutes  Workshop

90 Minutes  Workshop

90 Minutes  Workshop

Classes ListDescription

Learning Track

In an era of constant change and

uncertainty, leaders need to hone their

ability to think and learn quickly from new

information, systems and processes. This

skill is vital for leaders to find and solve

complex problems in new and creative

ways.

In this learning track, you will learn how to

solve complex problems, develop a growth

mindset, test with an entrepreneurial hat

and think creatively.

Class 5: Systems Thinking for Problem Solving

90 Minutes  Workshop



Now more than ever, our careers require us to be constantly evolving. Having a growth

mindset is vital for changing behaviours, finding meaningful work, building better habits, and

staying current in the future of work.

This class explores the differences between having a growth and fixed mindset and how you

can reframe your mindset to readily adapt for the future.

What you'll learn

The mindsets necessary to thrive in

the 21st century

How to discern problems and make

sense of challenges

Mental models and frameworks for

agile decision-making and high-

performance in changing times

Frameworks Exercises

OODA Loop

First Principles

Thinking

S-Curve for Self-

Disruption

Exercise to differentiate

symptoms and

problems, analogies and

first principles thinking

Hypothetical situation

to determine action

based on observation

Plan for personal

disruption

Navigating Complexity: Class 1 of 5 

Cultivate an Adaptable Mindset
90 Minutes Workshop



With any stretch goal, you will come across obstacles that seem insurmountable or problems

you've never experienced before. Being able to overcome this as a leader helps you uncover

strategic opportunities for growth.

In this class, you'll learn how to unlock the power of your creative mind to tackle problems in

fresh new ways that maximise your available resources and lead to new opportunities.

What you'll learn

How to take a “big picture,”

strategic view of an issue or

situation to start seeing infinite

possible solutions

How to reframe obstacles as

opportunities, and approach them

more easily as a result

How to consistently deliver desired

outcomes on time regardless of any

constraints that arise along the way

Frameworks Exercises

"Questions are the

answers" Techniques

Tools inspired by

Access

Consciousness, Asian

Philosophies

Acting/Improvisation

Technique

Three experimental

exercises and

scenario cases to

practice the different

techniques

Turn Obstacles Into Opportunities
90 Minutes Workshop

Navigating Complexity: Class 2 of 5 



Having an entrepreneurial mindset helps managers and leaders act under conditions of

uncertainty with severe resource constraints to bring new, innovative products to market and

convince stakeholders to support their endeavours.

In this class, you'll learn to think like an entrepreneur to help you innovate in your role and

navigate uncertainty.

What you'll learn

Building a rapid prototyping

mindset and experimenting to test

unknown waters

Learning how to take calculated

risks with resource constraints

Starting small and testing your

ideas

Frameworks Exercises

Value Proposition

Canvas 

Exercise: From

limitations to self-

growth "I must" to "I

want" mindset shift 

Value Proposition

exercise for

prototyping

Reflection around

testing your ideas

and failing fast

Develop Entrepreneurial Thinking
90 Minutes Workshop

Navigating Complexity: Class 3 of 5 



Being able to think outside the box and look at a business problem from various perspectives

is a valuable asset. By using lateral thinking, you'll be able to generate innovative solutions by

drawing connections between often unrelated fields and disciplines.

In this class, you will explore lateral thinking exercises and techniques to help you ideate

more creatively.

What you'll learn

How to generate ideas with a

creative thinking toolbox to fill

people or market gaps in a short

timeframe

How to challenge your assumptions 

Viewing problems through different

lenses to solve them more

effectively

Frameworks Exercises

Opposite Thinking

Analogy Thinking

Crazy 8s (all under

design thinking

umbrella)

How Might We

exercise on a

problem statement

Random Stimulation

with idea mashups

Exercise with

alternative thinking

to existing products

Crazy 8 exercise to

ideate creatively

Become a Lateral Thinker
90 Minutes Workshop

Navigating Complexity: Class 4 of 5 



The world is an interconnected place built from an underlying hierarchy of systems. In order

to solve complex problems, we need to approach them through a systems lens rather than

traditionally linear approaches, and being able to apply this skill will be key in solving many

multifaceted issues.

In this class, you will learn how to transition from thinking linearly to untangling complex

problems using systems thinking methodologies.

What you'll learn

The objectives of systems thinking

and how to apply it to complex

problem solving

How businesses have used this

type of thinking to solve wickedly

difficult problems

How to use this methodology to

create better, informed decisions

Frameworks Exercises

First Principles Thinking

4 Core 'Currencies' of

Innovation

Cynefin framework

(Dave Snowden)

Breakout room

exercise to discuss

problem statements

Breakout room

exercise to break

down systems

Systems Thinking for Problem Solving
90 Minutes Workshop

Navigating Complexity: Class 5 of 5 



Strategic Decision-Making

Class 1: Prioritise Like World-Class Leaders

Class 2: High-Stakes Decision Making

Class 3: Futurecasting for Strategic Planning

Class 4: Get Stakeholder Buy-in

90 Minutes  Workshop

90 Minutes  Workshop

90 Minutes  Workshop

90 Minutes  Workshop

Classes ListDescription

Learning Track

As we enter the decades of rapid change

ahead, we require the ability to achieve

stretch goals by thinking strategically,

armed with context of our past and

present as well as level-headed

hypotheses about the future.

In this learning track, you will learn how to

look into the future to strategise with an

innovative approach, prioritise your time,

improve decision making and get

stakeholder buy-in.
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Learning to prioritise is a necessary skill that impacts the quality of your life. Without a clear

focus on what’s most essential to moving your goals forward, every day pressures and an

inbox full of other people’s priorities can cause busy-ness, but not productivity.

In this class, you’ll learn easy ways to prioritise what's important while getting things done by

empowering yourself and your team to work on what matters most.

What you'll learn

How to identify your top priorities

based on your values and vision

How to assign, delegate and

describe priorities clearly to all

stakeholders

How to rethink your sense of

“urgency,” and to truly know what’s

“hot,” and what’s not

Frameworks Exercises

Miracle Morning

The 5am Club (Robin

Sharma)

The "Type A"

breakfast

Three experimental

exercises to deepen

the muscle on

prioritising

Strategic Decision-Making: Class 1 of 4 

Prioritise Like World-Class Leaders
90 Minutes Workshop



Often what makes or breaks a leader's career is how they handle high-stakes decision

making. When hit with both pressure and time, there is a thin line between taking too long to

make a thorough decision and jumping in too rashly, both which can severely impact a

company's bottom line.

In this class, you'll learn how to make decisions you're confident about in high-stress

situations, as well as identify pitfalls that may occur and how to avoid them.

What you'll learn

Common pitfalls and ways to

optimise your mental state for

effective decision-making

How to use the power of diversity to

uncover unknowns and potential

blindspots

Frameworks and models to split

test and objectively assess the pros

and cons of decisions

Frameworks Exercises

Upside Downside

Expected Value

decision making

framework

OODA Loop

Scenario practice and

breakout rooms to

simulate high-stress

decision-making

thought process

High-Stakes Decision Making
90 Minutes Workshop

Strategic Decision-Making: Class 2 of 4 



Futurecasting is the ability to anticipate future trends and identify rising opportunities for

innovation. It helps leaders gain new perspectives on the present, enrich their strategic-

thinking capabilities and enable them to lead from the future.

In this class, learning to structure and stress test possible narratives of the future can help

you plan, assess and map out future priorities better.

What you'll learn

Why futurecasting is used by

leading companies to innovate

How to use a narrative-based

innovation process

Use frameworks to assess the

readiness of each potential future

scenario

Frameworks Exercises

Problem Definition

Canvas

Trend Chameleon

Canvas

4 Futures Matrix

Scenario Sketch

Canvas 

Scenario Readiness

Canvas.

Use canvases to map

out blockers along with

known/unknowns and

capture trends

Map out 4 scenarios

Sketch the narrative

and assess them 

Futurecasting for Strategic Planning
90 Minutes Workshop

Strategic Decision-Making: Class 3 of 4 



When leading any project, getting buy-in from the various stakeholders is crucial for success.

They can either be your best advocates, partners, and resources, or your biggest roadblocks

to hitting critical timelines and achieving desired outcomes.

In this class, you'll learn how to navigate complex relationships with stakeholders in a

systematic way—from making a stakeholder map to understanding their motivations and

ultimately receiving their commitment and valuable contributions.

What you'll learn

Earning and keeping the trust of

any stakeholder 

Uncovering shared concerns and

desires to unify disparate groups

Aligning your stakeholders' goals

with your own and anticipating or

minimising potential issues

Negotiating for more resources,

whether in talent, time, or money.

Frameworks Exercises

Questions are the

answers

Non-Violent

Communications

techniques

Using scenario case

studies and exercise

to learn to negotiate

buy-in

Use frameworks to

assess time, risk and

potential issues

Get Stakeholder Buy-in
90 Minutes Workshop

Strategic Decision-Making: Class 4 of 4 



Lead Effective Remote
Teams

Class 1: Reduce Cross-Cultural Barriers

Class 2: Master Written Communication

Class 3: Set Your Team Vision

Class 4: Manage Productive Remote Teams

90 Minutes  Workshop

90 Minutes  Workshop

90 Minutes  Workshop

90 Minutes  Workshop

Classes ListDescription

Learning Track

Remote work is naturally become a default

option for many teams globally. This

changes a lot of the in-person dynamics

that people have been used to having for

years before. 

As we navigate this transition to online, we

need to make sure we can support our

teams by working through communication,

aligning team goals and boosting

productivity.
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Lead Effective Remote Teams: Class 1 of 4 

As working remotely is becoming the global norm, a leader must possess strong cross-cultural

communication skills to bring their team together in alignment. It's important to learn to reset

your mental programming in order to acquire new cultural knowledge, communicate with

clarity to those with different values and norms and hone our cultural intelligence.

In this class, we will explore cultural intelligence and how this framework can help you work

more effectively with multiple cultures.

What you'll learn

Recognising the importance of

communicating and collaborating

across cultures

How to reset your mental

programming using a Cultural

Intelligence Framework around

cognition, metacognition, motivation

and behaviour

How to draft a continuous

development plan to improve your

cultural intelligence

Frameworks Exercises

CQ framework Hypothetical case

study to identify your

CQ Drive, CQ

knowledge and CQ

Strategy

Reduce Cross-Cultural Barriers
90 Minutes Workshop



As we transition towards a world of tech-enabled work, communicating online is now

standard procedure. But when we lose the verbal and visual cues of an in-person

conversation, it's important to ensure written messages are clear and concise in order to

convey key ideas and avoid misunderstandings.

In this class, you will learn how to use these written frameworks and etiquette to improve

remote communication, create a persuasive argument and increase team productivity.

What you'll learn

How to write strategically based on

your audience

How to clearly make an argument

for your case

How to use the right language and

structure to increase operational

speed

Frameworks Exercises

SCQA Framework for

Executive

Communication

Exercises to frame

situations, context,

arguments and

persuasive written

text with clarity

Master Written Communication
90 Minutes Workshop

Lead Effective Remote Teams: Class 2 of 4 



Lead Effective Remote Teams: Class 3 of 4 

Leading your team with vision and purpose is vital in steering your team towards a north star.

However, as strategies shift, plans change, and teams grow, the common thread tends to

become increasingly confused. Clarifying your vision ensures that you can successfully keep

your team motivated and thriving.

In this class, you'll learn the tools and frameworks to set clear and aligned team goals.

What you'll learn

How to set purpose-driven goals

and align your team's vision

How to scale clarity in larger teams

and projects over time

How to clarify accountability and

success for each team member to

keep them motivated

Frameworks Exercises

Google’s Project

Aristotle for keys to

high-performing teams

The golden circle to

define your team's

why, what an how

TASC Model for team

accountability (Brene

Brown)

Case study: Vision,

Mission, Strategy, Goals

Breakout room: Using

the TASC model for

accountability and

applying to a real-life

work scenario

'What does done look

like?' scenario practice

Set Your Team Vision
90 Minutes Workshop



Lead Effective Remote Teams: Class 4 of 4 

Millions of people are now working online in a post-Covid world, and if you’re at the helm of a

team of remote employees, you’re likely feeling the effects of this shift. How can you keep

your employees on track from afar, especially when there are so many non-work obligations

that demand their attention?

This class focuses on how to be productive in a remote working environment. We'll explore

key strategies and best practices for structuring your day, managing your energy, avoiding

distractions, and maintaining strong, high-trust relationships with your team.

What you'll learn

How to get into and stay in “in the

zone” at home by avoiding

distractions and working in cycles

The keys to setting up your

environment to facilitate productive

work

Best practices to schedule and

prioritise your day

Frameworks Exercises

Tree of Values

Pomodoro Technique

The 5 step

productivity method

The Time Pie

Use mind-mapping

tools to design how you

use your time each day

according to your

strengths and energy

Exercises to increase

your team's productivity

and motivtion

Manage Productive Remote Teams
90 Minutes Workshop



Invest in your leaders
and ultimately your
business.

About us

NewCampus is a modern growth and leadership school. We aim to

bring accessible business education to anyone, anywhere, through

live-streamed classes, conferences and mentoring sessions led by

diverse global experts. Our goal is to build a future where people at

every level can gain the leadership skills they need to drive change

within their organisations and communities. 
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